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Outline
Introduction: a little bit of base, trellis and grid  graphics
A bit more detail about ggplot2
A few slides about leaflet
A lot of details about rgl

R supports several graphics systems
S (the predecessor to R) developed graphics that looked really good for the time (the 1980s and early 1990s).
These were re-implemented in the first versions of R and are known as “base graphics”.

Base graphics: the pairs  function
pairs(iris[1:4], bg = unclass(iris$Species), pch = 21)
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Base graphics
The key idea in base graphics is that you’re drawing in ink on paper.

There are low level functions like points() , lines() , etc. that specify where you want to draw
things. You can specify locations in data coordinates; R figures out the transformation to put those on
the “paper”.
Higher level functions like pairs()  build up plots out of the low level components.
You can’t erase something, though you can cover it up, or erase the whole display.

Trellis graphics
Bill Cleveland developed ideas of “trellis graphics” in the 1990s while working at Bell Laboratories.

These are graphs of various types (histograms, scatterplots, etc.) arranged in a grid, with separate
panels differing according to the levels of some conditioning variable.
Deepayan Sarkar developed the lattice  package implementing trellis graphics in R around 2002
while he was a student.
Sorry, no time for lattice  today.

grid
lattice  graphics are implemented using a lower level system called grid . It was written by Paul

Murrell as part of his PhD thesis in 1998.
grid  is a nicer system than base graphics. Instead of modeling graphics as “ink on paper”, it

constructs a hierarchical structure of graphical objects nested within viewports. Each viewport is itself a
graphical object, and has a coordinate system of its own.
Graphical objects can be added, deleted or modified.
Just a couple of slides on grid .

Example
library(grid)
grid.rect() # draw black rectangle containing original viewport
vp <- viewport(h = 0.4, w = 0.6, angle = 60)
pushViewport(vp) # create viewport rotated 60 degrees

# with height 40% and width 60% of original box
grid.rect(gp = gpar(col = "red")) # draw red rectangle around new 

# viewport
pushViewport(vp) # create new viewport nested in previous viewport,

# rotated 60 degrees and with height 40% 
# and width 60% of previous viewport.

grid.rect(gp = gpar(col = "blue")) # draw blue rectangle around 
# new viewport

Output
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ggplot2
A “grammar of graphics”

In the 1980s Leland Wilkinson was the author of Systat, a commercial statistical package. He later sold
the company.

In 1999 he wrote a book called “The Grammar of Graphics” which has been quite influential in statistical
graphics.

The idea is that statistical graphics is a language that conveys meaning; the words of this language are
charts and components of the charts. Rather than describing the ink that goes on the page, the code
describes the message you want to send.

ggplot2
Wilkinson implemented his ideas in a Java package.
The ideas really became popular when Hadley Wickham reimplemented them in an R package called
ggplot  in 2006 and its successor ggplot2  in 2007 as part of his PhD thesis.
ggplot2  uses grid  to draw things, but tries to abstract the ideas out:

the user is not creating graphical objects, s/he is speaking to the viewer using Wilkinson’s
language.
ggplot2  translates that language into graphical objects in grid .
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What’s in a plot?
In the ggplot2  world, plots have

“data”: your data
“geometries”: the shapes that represent the data, produced by various functions with names like
geom_*()

“aesthetics”: things like colour, size, shape, etc.
“scales”: how the data maps to the plot.
“transformations”: changes to the data.
“coordinate systems”
“facets”: like mfrow  in base graphics.
“visual themes”: overall styles of aesthetics.

You can mix and match these using +  to produce a plot.

Example
The mtcars  dataset in R:

head(mtcars)

##                    mpg cyl disp  hp drat    wt  qsec vs am gear carb
## Mazda RX4         21.0   6  160 110 3.90 2.620 16.46  0  1    4    4
## Mazda RX4 Wag     21.0   6  160 110 3.90 2.875 17.02  0  1    4    4
## Datsun 710        22.8   4  108  93 3.85 2.320 18.61  1  1    4    1
## Hornet 4 Drive    21.4   6  258 110 3.08 3.215 19.44  1  0    3    1
## Hornet Sportabout 18.7   8  360 175 3.15 3.440 17.02  0  0    3    2
## Valiant           18.1   6  225 105 2.76 3.460 20.22  1  0    3    1

A basic plot
library(ggplot2)
ggplot(mtcars, aes(wt, mpg))
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Make it a scatterplot
ggplot(mtcars, aes(wt, mpg)) + geom_point()

There are lots of geometries
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ls("package:ggplot2", pattern = "^geom_")

##  [1] "geom_abline"     "geom_area"       "geom_bar"       
##  [4] "geom_bin2d"      "geom_blank"      "geom_boxplot"   
##  [7] "geom_col"        "geom_contour"    "geom_count"     
## [10] "geom_crossbar"   "geom_curve"      "geom_density"   
## [13] "geom_density_2d" "geom_density2d"  "geom_dotplot"   
## [16] "geom_errorbar"   "geom_errorbarh"  "geom_freqpoly"  
## [19] "geom_hex"        "geom_histogram"  "geom_hline"     
## [22] "geom_jitter"     "geom_label"      "geom_line"      
## [25] "geom_linerange"  "geom_map"        "geom_path"      
## [28] "geom_point"      "geom_pointrange" "geom_polygon"   
## [31] "geom_qq"         "geom_quantile"   "geom_raster"    
## [34] "geom_rect"       "geom_ribbon"     "geom_rug"       
## [37] "geom_segment"    "geom_smooth"     "geom_spoke"     
## [40] "geom_step"       "geom_text"       "geom_tile"      
## [43] "geom_violin"     "geom_vline"

Try “area”
ggplot(mtcars, aes(wt, mpg)) + geom_area()

Try “bar”
Not all of them are compatible with our data…
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ggplot(mtcars, aes(wt, mpg)) + geom_bar()

## Error: stat_count() must not be used with a y aesthetic.

Try “density2d”
ggplot(mtcars, aes(wt, mpg)) + geom_density2d()
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Add colour to scatterplot
ggplot(mtcars, aes(wt, mpg)) +

geom_point(aes(colour = mtcars$qsec))

The qplot()  function does it quickly
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qplot(wt, mpg, data = mtcars, colour = qsec)

But you can still add stuff…
qplot(wt, mpg, data = mtcars, colour = qsec) +

theme_light()
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And quickly get different things plotted
qplot(mpg, data = mtcars, binwidth = 1)

My opinion of ggplot2
The Grammar of Graphics is a nice idea.
Wickham really has a good sense of graphics: they look good!
It’s not easy to learn ggplot2 , but it would be worthwhile if I had time…
So far I haven’t had time, so I don’t use it.

The cool kids do.

leaflet and rgl
leaflet

Many web pages use the Leaflet library (written in Javascript) to display interactive maps.
The leaflet  package works with it to display interactive maps in web pages generated from R.
It is well integrated with RStudio, so you can also display interactive maps there.
It uses the htmlwidgets  framework to interact with R.

Example
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library(leaflet)
leaflet() %>% addTiles() %>% setView(-119.402, 49.941, zoom=10)

What is %>%?
This is a symbol that is used to indicate a “pipe”.

The result of the first function call leaflet()  is piped into the second function call addTiles() , that result
is piped into the next one.

Sometimes this makes things easier to read, instead of lots of nested parentheses. These are equivalent:

leaflet() %>% addTiles() %>% setView(-119.402, 49.941, zoom=10)

setView(addTiles(leaflet()), -119.402, 49.941, zoom=10)

rgl
There are several other specialized graphics systems in R packages. rgl  is one that I’ve been involved with.

At a low level, it is based on code written by Daniel Adler in 2002, who did it as his Master’s thesis. I’ve also
made a lot of additions to it over the years, and it is still evolving.

The basic idea of it is similar to grid , but in 3D. It also includes high level functions that look similar to base
graphics.

Example: the iris data

++
--

Leaflet (http://leafletjs.com) | © OpenStreetMap (http://openstreetmap.org) contributors, CC-BY-SA (http://creativecommons.org
/licenses/by-sa/2.0/)
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Famous statistician and geneticist Sir Ronald Fisher discussed a dataset on the shapes of iris flowers from the
Gaspé peninsula.

head(iris); unique(iris$Species)

##   Sepal.Length Sepal.Width Petal.Length Petal.Width Species
## 1          5.1         3.5          1.4         0.2  setosa
## 2          4.9         3.0          1.4         0.2  setosa
## 3          4.7         3.2          1.3         0.2  setosa
## 4          4.6         3.1          1.5         0.2  setosa
## 5          5.0         3.6          1.4         0.2  setosa
## 6          5.4         3.9          1.7         0.4  setosa

## [1] setosa     versicolor virginica 
## Levels: setosa versicolor virginica

plot3d()

library(rgl)
options(rgl.useNULL = TRUE)
plot3d(iris, col = as.numeric(iris$Species), type = "s")
rglwidget()

Plotting in rgl
Currently there are two ways to plot using rgl .
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Just plot in the R console. A window will pop up showing the graph.
This needs X11 in MacOS and Linux.
MacOS usually needs XQuartz (http://www.xquartz.org) to be installed by the user.
Linux may need Mesa (http://www.mesa3d.org) to be installed.

1. 

Use the rglwidget()  function to output WebGL; this embeds the plot into a web page.2. 

Method 2 is newer; it works better with RStudio (using the same methods as leaflet ). It can be made
automatic there:

options(rgl.useNULL = TRUE, rgl.printRglwidget = TRUE)

Overview
The rgl  package has a lot of functions (193 are exported). The main vignette (“rgl Overview”) groups them as
follows:

Basics and high level functions
Adding graphical elements
Controlling the look of the scene
Meshes: constructing shapes
Multi-figure layouts
Utility functions

This talk uses rgl  version 0.98.1, which should be available from R-forge (http://r-forge.r-project.org/projects
/rgl). It may be newer than the CRAN version.

We’ll start with the basics.

plot3d
plot3d()  is similar to plot() , but works in 3D.

with(iris, plot3d(Sepal.Length, Sepal.Width, Petal.Length, 
type="s", col=as.numeric(Species)))
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plot3d  details
Plot types include "p", "l", "h", "s" , meaning points, lines, segments from z=0 , and spheres.
The xyz.coords()  function from the grDevices  package gives lots of flexibility in specifying the
coordinates:

separate x , y , and z  columns
a 3 column matrix or data frame
a formula z ~ y + z

If you call plot3d()  again it will overwrite the current plot unless you include add = TRUE .
Like plot() , it is a “generic function”, so you can write methods for it to work with specialized data.

Examples
xyz <- matrix(rnorm(300), ncol = 3)
plot3d(xyz, type = "p")
rglwidget()
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Examples
xyz <- matrix(rnorm(300), ncol = 3)
plot3d(xyz, type = "l")
rglwidget()

Examples
xyz <- matrix(rnorm(300), ncol = 3)
plot3d(xyz, type = "h")
rglwidget()

Lower level functions
points3d , lines3d , segments3d , triangles3d , and quads3d  are lower-level functions that add to an

existing plot.

The functions take enough vertices from xyz  for their needs: points need 1, triangles need 3, etc.
Colours are applied per vertex, and interpolated over the object
There are lots more: text3d , abclines3d , planes3d , sprites3d , spheres3d , surface3d ,
arrow3d , pch3d , plotmath3d  built out of the primitive ones.

Example
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triangles3d(xyz[1:6,], 
col = c(rep("green", 3), "red", "blue", "yellow"))

Clipping planes
The clipplanes3d  function adds a clipping plane to a plot. This can cut the plot at a plane.

To cut at ,

clipplanes3d(1, 1, 1, 0)

Subscenes

x + y + z = 0
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We might not want to cut right through the axes as above. There’s an idea called a “subscene” (like a grid
viewport) that lets you limit what gets clipped.

plot3d(xyz, type = "n") # Establish the coordinates

# Enter a child subscene, and plot there
newSubscene3d(viewport = "inherit", 

projection = "inherit", 
model = "inherit") 

spheres3d(xyz, col = "red", radius = 0.1)
clipplanes3d(1, 1, 1, 0)

Show it…

Return values from functions
All of the functions that draw things return “ids” for the things they drew. Normally these are invisible, but we
can save and display them.

ids <- plot3d(xyz, type = "h")
unclass(ids)

## data axes xlab ylab zlab 
##  118  119  120  121  122

We can use these values with rgl.pop()  to remove part of the display.

There are a lot of other tricks with subscenes, but we won’t see them today.
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Example
rgl.pop(id = ids["axes"])

persp3d()
persp3d()  is similar to persp() , but any of the x , y , z  arguments may be matrices.

x <- matrix((-2):2, nrow=5, ncol=5); y <- t(x); z <- x^2 + y^2
persp3d(x, y, z, col = "lightblue")
spheres3d(as.numeric(x), as.numeric(y), as.numeric(z), radius = 0.1)
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persp3d()  details
You don’t really need matrices for all of x , y  and z ; it can build the matrices for two vectors if the
third one is a matrix
Like plot3d() , it is a “generic function”, so you can write methods for it to work with specialized data.
There are methods for functions as well as matrices.
There are methods for non-matrix data.

Example: bivariate polynomial regression
n <- 100; x <- runif(n); y <- runif(n) 
z <- x - x^3 + x*y + rnorm(n, sd = 0.1)
print(fit <- lm(z ~ polym(x, y, degree = 2)))

## 
## Call:
## lm(formula = z ~ polym(x, y, degree = 2))
## 
## Coefficients:
##                (Intercept)  polym(x, y, degree = 2)1.0  
##                     0.5410                      1.7661  
## polym(x, y, degree = 2)2.0  polym(x, y, degree = 2)0.1  
##                    -0.9549                      1.3158  
## polym(x, y, degree = 2)1.1  polym(x, y, degree = 2)0.2  
##                     8.0940                     -0.1126

Show the fit
plot3d(x, y, z, type = "s", col = "green", size = 1)
surface <- deldir::deldir(x, y, z = predict(fit), suppressMsge = TRUE)
persp3d(surface, add = TRUE)
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Showing a fitted function
fit2 <- lm(z ~ polym(x, y, degree = 2, raw = TRUE))
surfacefn <- function(x, y) cbind(1, x, x^2, y, x*y, y^2) %*% coef(fit2)
persp3d(surfacefn, add = TRUE, col = "blue")
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rgl  uses “Phong lighting and shading”
layout3d(matrix(1:4, 2,2), heights = c(6,1), sharedMouse = TRUE)
persp3d(surface); next3d(); text3d(0,0,0, "Phong")
persp3d(surface, smooth = FALSE);  next3d(); text3d(0,0,0, "Flat")

Phong Lighting Model
The idea of the Phong lighting model is that the appearance of an object can be approximated by 3
components.

Ambient lighting is constant; diffuse depends on the location of the light; specular depends on the positions of
both the light and the observer.

(Image source (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Phong_components_version_4.png))

Gouraud and Phong Shading
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To compute Phong lighting, you need to know the normal to the surface. For a curved surface, that should be
different everywhere, but that’s a difficult computation.

Gouraud shading computes normals at vertices and works out the colour there; then it interpolates
colours across a face.
Phong shading interpolates the normals across a face, and uses those to recompute Phong lighting.
The OpenGL library originally supported Phong lighting and Gouraud shading; nowadays just about
anything.
rgl  uses Phong lighting and Gouraud shading in R, but Phong shading in a browser.

Textures
Often we want to display an image on a surface, e.g. a map to show locations. rgl  does this using
“textures”.

Every vertex can have a “texture coordinate” , giving the location within a bitmap image.
By convention, the lower left corner of the bitmap is  and the upper right corner is .
Coordinates are interpolated between vertices.
The colour of the surface (or other feature; see textype  in the material3d  help page) is determined
by the colour of the bitmap image at the same location.
Coordinates outside  wrap around, e.g.  would be the same as .

Example
persp3d(surfacefn, col = "white", specular = "black",

texcoords = function(x, y) cbind(x, y),
texture = "Kelowna.png")

(s, t)
(0, 0) (1, 1)

[0, 1] (2.5, 3.6) (0.5, 0.6)
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Specifying textures
This is a little tricky:

The previous example used the function  method of persp3d  and used a function for the texture
coordinates.
surface3d  and the default persp3d  method use texture_s  and texture_t , matrices the same

shape as z .
Low level functions like triangles3d  process argument texcoords  using xy.coords  (e.g. a
two-column matrix would work).
The texture itself needs to be a .png  file; it is given as the material property texture .

Other Functions
There are a lot of other functions in rgl !

For an overview of all of them, see the vignette.
I’d like to finish the tutorial with some functions aimed at interactive plots.

Interactive Plots
The rgl.setMouseCallbacks  function allows you to execute R code to respond to mouse clicks in the
rgl  window. I won’t be talking about this today, as it doesn’t work with R Markdown.

I have tried a few times to work out usable ways to specify controls in WebGL pages. Today I’ll talk
about the most recent one, where controls are added using the htmlwidgets  framework.

Toggling parts of a display
theplot <- persp3d(surface)
Surface <- theplot[1]
rglwidget(width = 700, height = 300) %>% toggleWidget(ids = Surface)

Surface
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How does %>%  work here?
The widget functions other than rglwidget()  are set up so that the first argument can be an
rglwidget()  object or the result of a call to htmltools::tagList() .

The return value is wrapped in htmltools::tagList()  so multiple widgets can control one display.
These work in RStudio, not just in RMarkdown documents.

Controlling the size
Normally the size of an rglwidget()  is set automatically by fig.width  and fig.height  in knitr
chunk options, but sometimes you may want to modify it, e.g. to make room for controls.
The figWidth()  and figHeight()  functions are helpful.
The default is rglwidget(width = figWidth(), height = figHeight()) ; modify to adapt.

Example
rglwidget(height = 0.8*figHeight()) %>% toggleWidget(ids = Surface)

Surface

Controlling other things
The toggleWidget()  function is built on two more general purpose functions:

playwidget()  is a general purpose way to use buttons and sliders to control one or more values.
subsetControl()  takes a value and selects a subset of objects in the scene to display.

There are other “Control” functions…

List of Control functions
Besides subsetControl() , we have:
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propertyControl()  changes the values of properties of objects in the scene.
ageControl()  is similar, but uses the incoming value to “age” objects.
clipplaneControl()  lets you slide a clipping plane through the scene.
vertexControl()  changes individual vertices in objects in the scene.
par3dinterpControl()  allows some par3d()  settings to be varied.

clipplaneControl()

planeid <- clipplanes3d(1,1,0)
rglwidget() %>% 

playwidget(clipplaneControl(clipplaneids = planeid, d = c(0.5, -2.5)), 
start = 0, stop = 1, step = 0.01)

Reverse Play Slower Faster Reset 0.00

ageControl()
The idea behind the ageControl()  function is that each of the vertices of some object has a certain birth
time.

A slider sets the current clock time.
The difference between clock time and birth time is the age of the vertex.
Properties of the vertex are set based on its age.

Example: showing motion
Start with a curve. We want to show a point following the curve.

theta <- seq(0, 4*pi, len=100)
xyz <- cbind(sin(theta), cos(theta), sin(theta/2))
lineid <- plot3d(xyz, type="l", alpha = c(1,0), lwd = 5,

col = "blue")["data"]
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Showing motion
The position of moving objects depends on their age.
A snapshot can indicate motion by showing a trail where the object was at earlier times.

widget <- rglwidget() %>% 
playwidget(

ageControl(objids = lineid, births = theta, 
ages = c(-4*pi, -4*pi, 1-4*pi, 0, 0, 1), 
alpha = c(0,     1,     0,      0, 1, 0)), 

start = 0, stop = 4*pi, step = 0.1, rate = 4)

Show the result on the next slide…

The ageControl()  in action
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Reverse Play Slower Faster Reset 0.00

Conclusion
Graphics systems in R are very flexible.
If there’s something you want to do, just try it.
It’s fun to play with graphics.

I am continuing to develop rgl .
If rgl  can’t do it, suggest it to me!
Submitting code would be even better…
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